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Climate impact
Summary Outlook
Current and future 3D-emission estimates for small-scale aircraft needed.
Direct intercomparison of climate impact of sub- and supersonic small-
scale aircraft should be performed on the basis of those data.
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• 4 flight trajectories repre-
senting regions from
Pole to Tropics




• Calculation of 
concentration changes




























Changes relative to background:
Water vapour:     0.01 to 0.05 %
Ozone layer: ~ -0.0005%
Non-CO2 effects are a factor of 5-10 
smaller than for the SCENIC fleet
Entry in service: 2015
Full Fleet: 2050
Constant Fleet:   2050-2100
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Factor RF(Supersonic) : RF(subsonic)




- Supersonic transport would facilitate
long-range one day trips
- Market for small-scale aircraft
- Light aircraft with low boom shape could
enable high speed even over land.
- Here: What is the potential climate impact?
Motivation
- Climate impact / ozone depletion of a fleet of S4TA are considerably
smaller than for supersonic fleets considered previously for 3 reason:                  
(1) Smaller fleet size (Factor 2-4)
(2) Smaller aircraft = less fuel consumption (Factor ~40) 
(3) Lower flight altitude = smaller Non-CO2 effects (Factor ~5)
- Climate impact and ozone depletion of a S4TA fleet are larger than for
respective subsonic fleet (Factor 3±0.4).  
- Climate impact by 2100: ~0.08 mK 
- 50% reduction of the climate impact by
reducing non-CO2 effects.
= lower cruise altitude wrt SCENIC/IPCC
- Small differences between A, B and C
- Configuration A: Minimal climate impact
- Results based on Monte-Carlo
simulation covering uncertainties
in atmospheric processes.




Large Scale Aircraft: 6-14
Small Scale Aircraft 3±0.4
×3 !
IPCC 99
Grewe and Stenke, 2008







have a 6 time larger 
climate impact than
subsonics. 
























































= contrails in the tropics
Contrails may
form in the
tropics!
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